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The study discusses iteration method for solution of algebraic equation systems
with constant and variable free terms based on the second order delta-transformation
with variable quantum. Use of that methodology allows to significantly decrease number
of iterations, as compared with constant quantum, and realize computing process in a
specialized computer without devices for multiplication of multi-bit codes. The study
for the first time presents theoretical points justifying approximate solution of problem
of minimization of number of iterations in a case of implementation of variable quantum.
Theoretical justification forms evaluations, which characterize optimized operation of
idealized iteration cycles with constant quantum of a certain value. For implementation
of real processes integer evaluations of parameters are developed, which define a method
for specification of sequence of values of variable quantum in cycles and which are based
on four or eight idealized iterations per cycle. The study proposes conditions for effective
ending of iteration processes in cycles. The study presents results of computer simulation
of iteration solution of various algebraic equation systems, which differ in convergence
rate. The results of computer simulation of linear algebraic equation systems (linear
systems) with harmonic free terms are presented, which demonstrate an advantage in a
value of realized step of solution in steady-state process in, approximately, 80 times in a
case of implementation of the second order delta-transformation as compared with
implementation of the first order delta-transformation.
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At all stages of development of
computers problems of design of specialized
computers, which are operating in real time and
which allow to provide necessary characteristics
of performance, while minimizing expenses of
hardware resources and energy, were always topical

problems. One of separate problems in that field
are problems of computational mathematics, which
include linear systems. However, particularly well-
known methods are iterative methods for solution
of linear systems during realization of specialized
computers on their basis, which are known to have
significant expenses of hardware resources, which,
first of all, related with a need to provide devices
for multiplication of multi-bit codes of variables
and coefficients.
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Iteration methods for solution of linear
systems are known, which include multiplication
operation and which are based on the first and
second order delta-transformations (Malinovski,
et al., 1977; Boyun, et al., 1977; Tretyakov, 1978;
Kravchenko, 1983; Baikov, & Sergeev, 1986;
Kravchenko, 1989; Gomozov, 2009; Gomozov, &
Ladigenski, 2010; Kravchenko, 2010; Kravchenko,
& Pirskaya, 2014; Pirskaya, 2014). Use of the first
order delta-transformation with variable quantum
allows to significantly decrease number of
iterations, as compared with use of constant
quantum, and achieve number of iterations, which
is close to those of the simple iteration method
(Kravchenko, & Pirskaya, 2014; Pirskaya, 2014).

Known methods of the second order
delta-transformation as compared to the first order
delta-transformation have higher dynamic and
accuracy characteristics (Kravchenko, 1989;
Kravchenko, 2010). In connection with the
aforementioned, it would be reasonable to take into
consideration as a prospective direction in studies
of solutions of linear systems a method of the
second order delta-transformation.

In the presented study problems of
organization of iterations process of solution of
linear systems with constant and variable right part
on a basis of delta-transformation of second order
are discussed. For the first time new type of
transformation of variable quantum are discussed,
which are based on minimization of duration of
iteration processes.
Problem statement

Let’s presume that initial linear system
contains matrix of constant coefficients, in general
case, variables are free terms, which meet conditions
of convergence in a case of realization of the method
of successive iteration, and it has the following
form:

...(1)
Let’s transform the systems and transfer

to writing with residual )(z t  and use of iteration
method:

...(2)

In the presented systems ,
 – matrixes of coefficient of

dimensionality n×n; G(t), D(t)- column vectors of
free terms of a system (in the particular case for the

system with constant free terms ,

);  – column vector of a
system’s unknown; ,  – vector columns of
residuals and approximate values of unknown; t –
independent variable; .

Let’s present the algorithm of iteration
solution of the system (1) with implementation of
the second order delta-transformation and variable
quantum in the following difference form for i step
with initial conditions , ,

, ,  and use of the
materials presented in the previous studies
(Kravchenko, 1989; Kravchenko, 2010):
- demodulation:

...(3.1)

...(3.2)

...(3.3)

, , ;
- formation of the second difference of a
transformed variable:

...(3.4)

- formation of residuals’ values:

...(3.5)

...(3.6)

...(3.7)
- formation of switching functions and signs of
quantum of the second differences:

...(3.8)

; , .

...(3.9)
In the algorithm (3)  – weight of

transformation quantum modulus for l iteration
cycle ( ), P – number of cycles executed with
constant by modulus values of quantum, Rl –
number of iterations in cycle. Moreover, for
connections of adjacent cycles during solution of
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linear systems with variable free terms the following
relationships are used: ; . In a
case of solution of linear systems with constant
free terms with transfer from cycle to cycle

, ; ; .
Study of problems of minimization of

solution of linear systems with constant free terms
on a basis of the second order delta-transformation
by number of iterations

Let’s discuss conditions of formation of
the solution optimized by number of cycles and
values of quantum in cycles, which is aimed at
minimization of number of iterations.
Basic provisions in solution of the problem of
optimization

The solution of the problem is based on
idealization of iteration process, which is
essentially consists in assumption on value of

. Validity of introduction of that assumption
is justified by the face that solution of the problem
is carried out approximately, and real value of

 for linear systems can lead to both
increase and decrease of number of iterations.

In the previous study (Kravchenko, 2010)
it was demonstrated that in a case of absence of
external perturbations (in relation with the
discussed case ) and the worst case of
behavior of demodulated values of error (in the
presented study error and residual is the same
variable), for carrying out of the second order delta-
transformation maximum of all possible minimum
values of error near coordinate axis for steady-
state process do not exceed . For
simplification of the formulated in the following
part of the paper relationships let’s assume that

, and that value for solution of the
optimization problem is accepted as finite in a cycle.

Considering the aforementioned, number
of steps (iterations) Rl for l cycle, let’s present

 in the following form (it is presumed that
, Rl are not integer yet) (Kravchenko, 2010):

...(4)

To summarize the above, for carrying out
theoretical justification of conditions of
organization of iteration computational process
with variable quantum of the second order delta-

transformation, let’s assume:
• The ratio (4) as a basic for evaluation of
number of iterations in an idealized cycle;
• In l cycle as transformation quantum –

, as an initial value of error in a cycle – value of

, .
Development of evaluations for minimum duration
of idealized iteration processes with variable

quantum for .
Number of iterations (duration of

transition process) Ì of idealized solution of linear
systems let’s formulate as follows:

, ...(5)

or taking into account (4)

...(6)

For transition from cycle to cycle let’s accept

, ,
and transform the expression (6):

.
...(7)

For all cycles accepting in the form of the
same value:

, ...(8)

Initial values of residual  and weight

of minimum quantum , which is related with
required accuracy of calculation, are specified as
initial conditions. Taking into account (7) and (8)
obtaining:

...(9)

Taking into account the last equation (9),
evaluation of duration of transition process (5)
takes the following form:

...(10)

Let’s discuss conditions for minimum
value of M. For that let’s differentiate the expression
(10), after that specify it is result equal to zero and
after that obtaining:
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...(11)
As the result, the evaluation (10) of

number of iterations (duration of an idealized
transition process) M, taking into account (11),
takes the following form:

...(12)
Using definition of natural logarithm, for

the equation (11) let’s specify:

...(13)
At the same time the equation (9) can be

formulated as follows:

...(14)
From the equality of right parts of (13)

and (14), taking into account equality of left parts:
, from which for optimum value of R

obtaining:
.

Thus, for  minimum number of
iterations of an idealized process in a cycle, where
transformation quantum is constant, basically
depends on initial value of residual  and

weight of minimum quantum , it is constant,
which is equal to doubled Euler number.

The obtained relationship (12), which is
describing duration M of an idealized transition
process for the second order delta-transformation
with constant free terms of linear systems and
variable quantum, is identical to ratio of evaluation
of number of iterations for use of the first order
delta-transformation (Kravchenko and Pirskaya,
2014; Pirskaya, 2014).
Formation of conditions and parameters for
realization of iteration process taking into account

.
In real computing process in a case of

convergence conditions by norm and use of the
second order delta-transformation, process of
decrease of residual remains, because during
carrying out of transition process there are
constantly perturbation actions

, restricted by modulus,

where  for the second order delta-
transformation characterizes maximum level of
acting acceptable perturbation actions
(Kravchenko, 2010). At that, for corresponding
restricted norm linear systems can be formulated
as follows (Kravchenko, 2010):

;

...(15)

, ; .

Depending on sing of the value rily2∇  real
speed of decrease of residual is increasing or
decreasing. At that, number of iterations can
decrease and increase relatively to approximated
evaluation (4).

In the framework of the solution of that
problem, which is related with organization of
solution of linear systems with , it is
necessary to defined integer number of cycles and
related parameters specifying relationship of
values of transformation quantum for adjacent
cycles. In addition, it is necessary to formulate
conditions for completion of iterations in cycles.
Development of integer parameters of iteration
processes with variable quantum for .

Realization of iteration process for
solution of linear systems without operation of
multiplication of multi-bit codes consists in that
values of constant values (quantum) *

lc , 
must be presented in the form 2-s, s ∈ N, and P and
R- in the form of integer values Pint  and Rint
correspondingly. At that in the algorithm (3) for
each iteration operation of multi-bit multiplication
of a matrix coefficient on transformation quantum
may be presented in a form of operation of single-
step shift of that coefficient for S of binary digits
with specification of the corresponding sign.

Ratio of quantum of adjacent cycles can
be written as follows:

, .

In order that all ,  can be
presented in the form of , , obviously, it is
sufficient that ,  and
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, ...(16)
As integer values Rint it is reasonable to

accept number, which are the closes to optimum
evaluation R=2e,  i.e. Rint,1=4 and Rint,2=8

Then, defining . Finding the
logarithm of the equation (14):

.
Using properties of the logarithm

obtaining the equation for integer values )2,1(int,P :

....(17)

The equation (17) is an integer part of a
number truncated to a bigger number. Now, the
evaluation of total number of iterations is as
follows:

...(18)
In order to simplify and make the

algorithm more universal (3) it seems reasonable
to create universal templates, specifying number
of cycles and iterations in cycles. If necessary,
during realization of the last cycle it is possible to
slightly vary value of c*p, which also, in general,
can’t cause significant influence on total value of
iterations.

On the basis of (16), (17) it is possible to
formulate the following ratios for quantum of
adjacent cycles (s– degree of minimum quantum,
s∈N):

- for  , 
and
- for  , .

Optimized parameters )2,1(int,R  and

 are obtained on the condition . In
real computational process, as it, in particular,
demonstrated below during description of
experiment results, number of iteration in cycles
can be bigger or smaller relatively to the value

 (  – constant parameter).
Formation of conditions of completion of iteration
processes in cycles

In the previous study (Kravchenko, 2010)
for the second order delta-transformation it is

demonstrated that for limited perturbations and
the worst case of behavior of error, maximum of all
possible minimum values of counting of errors

, located in the vicinity of coordinate axis
during a steady-state process, do not exceed a
certain value. Relatively to the discussed problem,
the level of the worst case perturbations is defined
by the value , i.e. norm of rth equation of
linear system.

As an indication of completion of iteration
process in a cycle by rth variable of linear system it
is accepted that  for

, where  – maximum

error of a steady-state process,  –
accepted restriction by norm. For practical parallel
realization it is more convenient to carry out as
follows:

))/()/(/()/( *****
lrillrillrillril czczsignczsignczsign ⋅−−= ,

...(19)
, ; .

Generally, that condition characterizes
theoretically predicted crossing of coordinate axis
and moment of formation of indication of
completion of iteration process in l cycle for rth

variable.
An indication of completion of iteration

process in a given cycle and transition to a next
cycle for a whole linear systems is completion (not
necessarily simultaneously) of the condition (19)
for all equations. Computational processes in cycle
must continue until the aforementioned condition
is not met for all equations.

Taking into account presented in the
previous studies (Kravchenko, 2010)
recommendations for optimization of processes on
a basis of the second order delta-transformation, it
is reasonable to use:

 and 

...(20)
It is worth mentioning that the developed

methodology and algorithms successfully worked
during solution of linear systems having bigger
norm than it is accepted above, but with obligatory
meeting of convergence conditions (Samarski, &
Gulin, 1989; Greenbaum, 1997; Amosov, et al., 2003;
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Fadeev, & Fadeeva, 2009; Vuik, 2012). In order to
expand the mentioned capabilities additional
conditions of completion of an iteration process in
a cycle are introduced and experimentally proved:

...(21)
The essence of that heuristic condition

(30) consists in identification of the moment of
crossing of residual and coordinate axis, and it is
presumed to be used simultaneously with the
condition (19). At that, there are possibilities for
identification of crossing of coordinate axis in a
case, when crossing takes place, but with increased
norm doesn’t meet the requirement (19).
Results of computer-based experiments for
solution of leaner Systems with constant free
terms

Operability of the obtained
recommendations for organization of iteration
process was verified on conditions of various linear
systems with constant free terms. Below, there are
results of independent experiments based on use
of the presented below linear systems (norm of a
matrix coefficients of examples (22) and (23) is less
than 1, (24) and (25) is more than 1):

...(22)

...(23)

...(24)

...(25)

In a course of the study we carried out
comparative analysis of methods for solution of
linear systems on the condition of the same
accuracy ( ~2-14) on a basis of the first and second
order delta transformations with constant quantum
c*

p=2-14, on a basis of the first order delta
transformation with variable quantum for Rint,1=2 ,
Rint,2=4, the optimized process and

142−=Pc (Kravchenko, & Pirskaya, 2014; Pirskaya,
2014), the method of successive iteration, as well
as method based on the second order delta
transformation with variable quantum for 

and , discussed in the presented
study. Obtained data is presented in Table 1.

Analysis of the obtained data
demonstrated that iteration processes of solution
of linear systems with implementation of the second

Table 1. Results of computer-based experiments for solution of linear systems with constant free terms

Method of organization of iteration                                  Number of iterations
process for solution of linear systems (22) (23) (24) (25)

on a basis of the first order delta 21064 19660 17613 24609
transformation with constant quantum
on a basis of the second order delta 395 309 788 8850
transformation with constant quantum

on a basis of the first order delta 15 19 22 50

transformation with variable quantum 18 28 31 47

on a basis of the second order delta  32 33 43 43

transformation with variable quantum 31 25 39 82
simple iteration method 4 8 36 29
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order delta transformation and variable quantum
differ in decrease of number of iterations in
hundreds of times as compared with the method of
solution of linear systems on a basis of the first
order delta transformation with constant quantum,
in tens of times – as compared to the method for
solution of linear systems on a basis of the second
order delta transformation and constant quantum,
as well as certain distance by number of iterations
to the simple iteration method.

Also, from the Table 1 it can be seen that
the total length of iteration process is close to
values in a case of variable quantum for the first
and second order delta transformations. The
presented data is the experimental prove of the
obtained in section 2.2 conclusion about identity
of evaluations, which characterize minimum value
of iterations of idealized process for the first and
second order delta transformations.

Also, experimental studies with specified
above conditions were carried out for linear
systems of higher order. The results supported

theoretical evaluations, recommended parameters
were similar with the presented above results for
linear systems of third order.
Study of solution of linear systems with variable
free terms on a basis of the second order delta
transformation and variable quantum

Effective solution of linear systems with
variable free terms is of interest for problems, which
are realized in real time, for example, for on-board
control system in navigation and aircraft with
continuous change of variable free terms
(Barabanov, & Barabanova, 2007; Skripnik, 2014).
At that, efficiency is considered as possibility to
create a specialized computer with minimum
hardware expenditures, for example, on a basis of
PLD with minimum time of realization of iteration
for solution of linear systems. From the point of
view of organization, preparation of linear systems
for solution (evaluation of convergence, reduction
to form with specification of diagonal elements,
evaluation of number of cycles, trial testing) can
be carried out at ground stage of preparation of a

Table 2. Results of computer-based experiments for solution of linear systems
with variable free terms

leaner leaner system normMethod of solution,

systems (  ) delta-transformation

(35) 0.15 of the first order 0.0079 84
of the second order 0.66

(36) 0.25 of the first order 0.0076 88
of the second order 0.66

(37) 1.2 of the first order 0.000044 80
of the second order 0.0035

Table 3 . Relationship of sampling increment and oscillation frequency.

Frequency Method of solution, delta-transformation  2,1t∇

  ω=2-7 of the first order 0.0079 84
of the second order 0.66

  ω=2-5 of the first order 0.0014 78
of the second order 0.11

  ω=2-3 of the first order 0.00049 84
of the second order 0.041

   ω=2-1 of the first order 0.00012 83
of the second order 0.01
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task.
Solution of linear systems can be

discussed in a form of iteration process, which has
two stages: iteration (transition) stage and after its
completion – steady-state process, in which
solution with a required accuracy is provided in
one iteration. Taking into account that variables
continuously changing free terms are function of
time, then it can be presumed that bigger time period
(step of solution) can correspond to bigger
intensity of change of free terms, and, therefore,
bigger perturbation action influencing error of
iteration process at each stage (influence on value
of norm in a form of the component ,

, ; ).
From the point of view of efficient use of

resources (of on-board hardware), organization of
computing process, when information processing
on level of one iteration is carried out with
significant accuracy, high performance and
maximum time step is of interest. In that conditions
it is possible to set the lowest requirements for
frequency of formation of data, which characterize
changing right part of linear systems (e.g.,
frequency of formation of distances from aircraft
to beacons of local navigation system (Barabanov,
& Barabanova, 2007; Skripnik, 2014), as well as for
performance of computing hardware, taking into
account possibilities of simultaneous realization
of algorithms and software). Topicality of effective
solution of linear systems for lower orders in the
discussed conditions rapidly increases, when it is
necessary to simultaneously solve large number
of linear systems.

The discussed below material is aimed for
justification of possibility of efficient solution of
linear systems with variable free terms on a basis
of implementation of the second order delta
transformation in steady-state iteration process.

Let’s presume that linear system (1) has
variable free terms, i.e. in the algorithm (3)

.
Essentially, process of solution of linear

system (1) with variable free terms on a basis of an
algorithm, which is based on the second order delta
transformation and variable quantum, consists in
setting initial conditions and organizing iteration
(transition) process of solution before transferring

to steady-state process, when ,

, , where  – significantly small
values allowing to provide specified solution
accuracy. On a basis of algorithm (3) transfer to
steady-state process is carried out after completion
of iterations in the last cycle . In further,
formation is carries out of variables with constant
by modulus weight of minimum transformation
quantum , . Formed in discreet time

periods values Dri, ,  in the
algorithm (3) are presumed to be numerically
defined at each stage. For each new vector of
discreet values of , ,  in steady-
state process results of linear system solution must
be formed in one iteration.

Form the point of view of generalized
conclusion, let’s presume that free terms are
harmonic oscillations (Frish and Timoreva, 1962):

, ...(26)
where A- oscillation amplitude, ω – cyclic

oscillation frequency, ϕ0 – initial oscillation phase
for t=0.

The first and second derivatives for the
variable (26):

...(27)

...(28)
Maximum values for the expressions (27)

and (28) considering differential representations:
...(29)

...(30)
Thus, taking into account values of the

first and second difference of variable 

)(tD

considering the expressions (29), (30):
...(31)

...(32)
Let’s presume that previously introduced

conditions of restriction of linear systems norm
(20) are met. For  approximate condition of
provision of optimized (quasioptimal) process of
the second order delta transformation is presented
according to (Kravchenko, 2010) in the form of
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(20). In fact, the ratio (20) for a certain cl* allows to
evaluate restricted intensity of perturbations.

It should be noted that in real processes
of delta-transformations the worst internal and
external influence is unlikely. In this connection
successful operation is possible in a case of
provision of convergence by value of norm, at
least, in limits of value (
(Kravchenko, 2010).

Presuming for commonality of
comparative analysis of use of the first and second
order delta transformations for variable of harmonic
free term the same values of introduced
components of perturbations in transformation:

,
where  – specifies values of

perturbation actions ,  in relation

to value *c .
Then, ratios for definition of sampling

increment it is possible to evaluate using the
evaluation:
- for use of the first order delta transformation

...(33)
- for the second order delta transformation

...(34)

(33) and (34) allow to obtain coefficient,
which characterizes ratio for realized steps of
solutions (finally, for realized maximum frequencies
of change of free terms) for use of the first and
second order delta transformations with a steady-
state iteration process:

.

For example, for A=1, b=0.4, 14* 2−=Pc
and use of the second order delta transformation it
can be assumed that in a steady-state iteration
process (solution of linear systems for one

iteration) there is an advantage in 
times.
Results of computer-based experiments for
solution of linear systems with variable free terms

The study of operability of the algorithm
(3) for solution of linear systems with variable free
terms was carried out for linear systems, which is
convergent in a case of carrying out of the simple

iteration and which has various norms of a matrix
coefficients (norm for example (35) – 0.15, for (36) –
0.25, for (37) – 1.2):

...(35)

...(36)

...(37)

where

; ; ;

.
In a course of study a comparative

analysis between methods of solution of the given
linear systems was carried out on a condition of
the same accuracy at level ~ 142−  for use of the
second order delta transformation with variable

quantum for , ,  and
the first order delta transformation with variable

quantum for , , .

During the study it was accepted 

. Table 2 presents the results, which

characterize steps  and , which provide
the specified maximum similar accuracy of solution
for steady-state process for one iteration for the
first and second.

Analysis of the data in Table 2 shows
that use of the second order delta transformation
relatively to use of the first order delta
transformation for harmonic free terms and
provision of the same accuracy has an advantage
by value of the realized step of solution in a steady-
state process in ~80 times.

The study of relationship between
sampling increment and oscillation frequency ω
was carried out for leaner systems (35) with norm
of 0.15 in a steady-state process; the results
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presented in Table 3. Advantages for realized
frequencies remain the same as in the Table 2.

In the experiments use of the second
order delta transformation by duration of transition
process was used less than the first order delta
transformation. However, if we take into account
that the final result is formed in a steady-state
process, the found advantages of the second order
delta transformation can be considered significant.

Use of the simple iteration method in a
steady-state process allows, at least, to achieve
evaluated in the comparisons accuracy for
discussed steps and frequencies. However, in that
conditions of realization of the method of
successive iteration with use of specialized
computer is related with need of realization of multi-
bit multiplication devices, and, as it can be easily
used, significantly bigger (measured in number of
steps), as compared with realization of the second
order delta transformation, duration of iteration
(Pirskaya, 2015). In a case of necessity of creation
of effective specialized computer for continuous
iteration solution of linear systems with step, which
exceeds acceptable for the second order delta
transformation, it is reasonable to take into account
use of other methods and technical means of
solution of linear systems.

CONCLUSION

The paper presents study of solution of
linear systems of use of the second order delta
transformation with constant and variable
quantum. Theoretical justification of number of
cycles and values of variable quantum is proposed,
which is aimed for minimization of number of
iterations for solution of linear systems. The paper
presented study of efficiency of use of the second
order delta transformation for solution of linear
systems with variable free terms, which proves
possibility for obtainment of result for one iteration
for a steady-state process, as well as correctness
of theoretical justifications. At that, use of the
second order delta transformation allows to carry
out processing of information with significant
accuracy and in tens of times bigger time step as
compared with the first order delta transformation,
as well as allows to organize computation process
in specialized computer without use of devices for
multiplication of multi-bit codes.

One of the prospective directions of
studies is use of the second order delta
transformation and variable quantum for solution
of problem of positioning of aircraft using several
distributed in space beacons. At that the
specialized computer on board of an aircraft is
forming linear systems by obtaining distances
between an aircraft and beacons and coordinates
of beacons, and the solution of linear systems
allows to find position of an aircraft in space. Use
of the second order delta transformation for
solution of that problem allows to organize
computing process in a way, in which processing
of information for a steady-state iteration process
on a level of one iteration is carried out with
significant accuracy, high performance and
maximum time step.
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